Rice Lake Demos Weighing Equipment at IPPE 2020

Rice Lake, Wis.—Rice Lake Weighing Systems will display weight and process control solutions at the International Production & Processing Expo (IPPE) January 28-30 at the Georgia World Congress Center in Atlanta. At booths B4844 and B4845, attendees will see Rice Lake’s new automatic wrapper as well as fan favorite floor and bench scales, precision balances and more.

The show will highlight the new Ishida WM-Ai-B automatic wrapper with in-feed conveyor. Ideal for wide-variety, small-lot production, the WM-Ai-B supports tray shapes and sizes of all kinds with automatic film selection, stretching and tray centering. Users can reduce downtime while boosting productivity by weighing, wrapping and labelling with just one unit.

To promote consumer safety, the WM-Ai-B will be paired with the MotoWeigh® Metal Detection System that detects ferrous, non-ferrous and stainless steel contaminants. This system monitors disturbances in the surrounding magnetic field, making it well-suited for products with unique sizes and shapes.

The BenchMark™ QC-X quick clean extreme solid base plate floor scale will also be featured, built to comply with strict sanitation regulations. Rigid 304 stainless steel construction and continuous welds keep harmful bacteria out and resist strong streams of water.

In addition, the BenchMark™ HE-X hostile environment extreme bench scale will be on display. Engineered with Sanitary Design Principles in mind, the HE-X stands up to potentially harmful washdown chemicals and production materials with NTEP-Certified, IP69K load cells.

Paired with the HE-X, the CW-90X weight indicator is constructed to withstand harsh contaminants, liquids and knife-point contacts. An IP69K rating makes the indicator ideal for environments requiring repeated high temperature, high pressure washdowns.

Alongside the CW-90X will be the 1280 Enterprise™ Series weight indicator, built with more than 150 programming functions. The 1280’s vibrant, graphical color display can be read clearly in any light condition, with three different enclosure options for ultimate flexibility.

Several of Rice Lake’s precision balances will also be showcased at the show. The Equipoise Series balance offers 13 different units of measure, intended for use in classrooms, laboratories and industrial applications. In addition, the TS Series balance will be on display, designed with tuning fork technology for rapid response time and high stability.

To experience Rice Lake’s expansive selection of weighing solutions in person, stop by booths B4844 and B4845 at IPPE. Learn more about how weight and process control equipment from Rice Lake can improve your operation at www.ricelake.com.

Rice Lake Weighing Systems is a family-owned, ISO 9001 certified corporation, and has been manufacturing and distributing weight-related products and supplies since 1946. Today, Rice Lake Weighing Systems is a global leader in measurement and weight-based solutions.